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Summary 

Oligella ureolytica, an aerobic gram-negative found as a commensal
microorganism in human urinary tracts, is an emerging bacteria
which is rarely implicated as human pathogen. In the past referred to
as CDC Group IVe, this bacterium is not commonly encountered as a
source of infection and is difficult to isolate by means of conventional
laboratory procedures. We present here the case of a 55-year-old
female patient suffering from bilateral conjunctivitis. An Oligella ure-
olytica infection was identify in an eye swab sample. The pathogen
was isolated in pure culture (48/72 h) and an antibiogram was deter-
mined by Kirby-Bauer disc diffusion method (manual test).

Introduction

Oligella ureolytica, which belongs to Moraxellacae’s genus (1,2), is
a low-virulent and pathogenic organism that is now part of
pseudomonaceae family. Oligella family is divided into Oligella ure-
thralis and Oligella ureolytica. 

O. ureolytica, known in the past as CDC group IVe, is an aerobic

gram-negative motile bacterium with peritrichi and flagella, generally
isolated from cervical lymph nodes and human urine (1).

Oligella urethralis is a less common species: it is non-motile, ure-
ase-negative, it does not convert nitrate to nitrite and is generally sus-
ceptible to most antibiotics including penicillin (2). 

Our Oligella ureolytica’s records can be correlated in the literature
cited in Pubmed and other scientific major links.

We present here the first case of bilateral conjunctivitis in Italy, in
a 55-year-old female patient, caused by Oligella ureolityca.

Case Report

A 55-year-old female patient, mussels’ sales clerk and therefore used
to cleanse the mollusks, in apparent good health and without any pre-
disposition to eye diseases, asked us for treatment to our laboratory
due to a bilateral conjunctivitis. 

She suffered from an intense secretory burning, more accentuated
in the morning, and photophobia with a sense of general illness. She
had those symptoms from about one week and an ophthalmologist sent
her to our laboratory.

Through an ocular swab, a secretion sample from both her ocular
conjunctiva (right and left) was collected. 

We used a STUART swab, a ready-to-use sterile system, supposed to
be collect, transport and preserve clinical specimens for bacteriological
examination.

Stuart Transport Medium is a non-nutritional medium that main-
tains the viability of organisms without significant multiplications.
The small agar content provides a semi solid consistency, which pre-
vents oxidation and drying during transport. Sodium thioglycolate was
added to produce a reduced environment to improve the recovery of
anaerobes. Methylene blue is the oxidation-reduction indicator (4). 

Both samples were propagated by a sterile swab on four different
agar plates, two different Blood agar (CNA and COL), MacConkey,
Sabouraud, that were dissolved by using a sterile loop and all the
plates were, later, put in a thermostat in 5-10% of CO2 and a temper-
ature of 35-37 C°.

After 24 hours of incubation, no living colonies were observed. We thus
left our samples growing and we were able, after 48 hour, to see a modest
amount of colonies in the two blood agar plates (CNA and COL). 

The colonies were small, white, opaque with a continuous margins,
and non-haemolytic. 

Vitek2 compact system cards (BioMèrieux, Mercy-L’etoile, France),
specific for Gram-negative bacterial family (GN REF 21341), were used to
analyse and identify the pathogens that were grown in our plates, while
Kirby-Bauer (KB) was used to test antibiotic resistance/susceptibility. 

Afterwards, we re-plated the colonies on blood agar and, after 48
hours, when growth occurred, we proceeded to new identifications and
susceptibility tests with the same procedures that had confirmed ours
previous data.
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The results helped the doctor in choosing which antibiotics were
more suitable to treat this pathology.

A KB test, following EUCAST guidelines, was performed: that proce-
dure utilizes small filter disks impregnated with a known concentration
of antibiotics. The disks were placed on a Mueller-Hinton agar plate
that was inoculated with the tested microorganism. After the incuba-
tion antibiotics diffused from the disk into the surrounding agar. 

If susceptible to one of the antibiotics, the tested organism wouldn’t
be able to grow in the area immediately surrounding the disk, display-
ing a zone of inhibition instead.

The antibiotics used for the identification of this bacterium are list-
ed in Table 1.

The inhibition halos were accurately measured by using a millimetre
ruler. The antibiogram did not highlight resistance in vitro against the
tested antibiotics, facilitating in this way a targeted therapeutic approach. 

Following the identification of Oligella and the performing of the
susceptibility tests, the patient was administered with chloramphenicol
and rolitetracycline during seven days.

Discussion and Conclusions

Oligella infection has rarely been reported in literature. This may be
due to misidentification of the organism or uncertainty of its patho-
genicity. 

The few cases of pathogenic infection with Oligella ureolytica,
described in the literature, have occurred in patients ranging in age
from newborn to 89 years and from the varied locations of India,
Turkey, Canada, and the United States (5). 

Some issues in the identification of the pathogen can be linked to
limitations in commonly available laboratory procedures which make
difficult the identification of this bacterium: for example the incuba-
tion period is very long (4 days), and not all laboratories incubate cul-
tures for that long. Furthermore, it is generally believed agreed that
Oligella bacteria can be misidentified as phenotypically similar organ-
isms, such as Bordetella bronchiseptica and Achromobacter. 

Therefore Oligella ureolytica has gone unrecognised or was incor-
rectly identified because of laboratory technicians’ and clinicians’ lack
of familiarity with this bacterium (5). 

This organism is most recovered from urethral specimens and from
urinary tract, where it is a commensal organism (1).

Despite these considerations, we have shown that Oligella could also
become a pathogen, as in this case of the patient who has, probably,
contracted the bacterium during the wash mussels in sale outlets.

On a worldwide basis, one of the principal risks associated with the
consumption of bivalve molluscs’ could come from a microbiological
contamination of waters in which they grow or from the failure of their
purification procedures, especially when the mussels are meant to be
eaten raw.

They often, present the constituting valves covered with algae and
fouling, that have to be removed with a special treatment. This decon-
tamination practice was performed by some machineries, constituted
by a metal cylinder containing a drum and a rotating mechanism

(which causes the scrambling of the shellfish and the collision/friction
between them), in a bath of potable water that is connected to the sys-
tem and that will be eliminated at the end of the operation, through the
exhaust system. The shock and the friction of the valves whit one
another, along with the contextual rinsing, determine the detachment
and the removal of the unwanted material. The molluscs’, so treated,
are subjected to stress conditions, which make them ready to be eaten
by the consumer. The purification removes only low or moderate levels
of the microbial contamination; therefore, it cannot be used for treat-
ing bivalve molluscs, that are strongly contaminated (3). 

Moreover, not all bacteria or viruses can be successfully removed
from this purification process, thus becoming easily pathogenic for
humans, as in this case. 

Our female patient had a clear bacterial conjunctivitis with particu-
larly debilitating symptoms, as evidenced by the ophthalmologist: in
fact, she had a significant conjunctival hyperemia with contextual ble-
pharitis and filled secretion. This situation induced a marked photo-
phobia and a general discomfort with strong difficulty in performing
even routine activities. 

After the execution of the diagnostic swab and subsequent adminis-
tration therapy, the patient was sent back to our attention. A new check
swab was performed to both conjunctiva, which gave negative results
with a set of symptoms in regression, in conjunctival hyperemia and in
the palpable reduction of nuisance, related to the exposure to light. The
patient recovered after receiving the treatment. 

This particular employment of the patient could have played a role in
the induction of those adverse events because of water contamination
sourced by mussels. An important observation that must be made: the
discontinuity in the use of protection devices could have played an
important role in the contamination, considering that the patient was
in good health and without medical history family in eye diseases.

Therefore it gets important to use personal protective equipment
that, if used properly by workers, can certainly lead to reduction of the
risk related to this cluster type of pathology. 

The lack of other data, since the unique of the Oligella’s human con-
tamination, considering the healthy state of the patient and that her
employment was the only way of contamination with the bacterium,
means that ours are only assumptions.

Advanced laboratory techniques will lead us to more recognized
cases and further studies are necessary to understand this bacterium’s
clinical significance.

In addition to it, it should be noted also that, even a basic laboratory,
if it operates properly and carefully, in collaboration with the specialists
that request the examinations, can obtain even the most difficult diag-
nosis of unknown and not identifiable pathogens. 
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Table 1. Antibiotics used for the identification of Oligella infections.

Antibiotics                                            Concentration, µg

Amoxicillin                                                                              30
Chloramphenicol                                                                   10
Chloramphenicol                                                                   30
Levofloxacin                                                                           10
Ampicillin-Sulbactum                                                           10


